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The .................................... of programs is included in their curriculum.

interscholastic coordination administration contest

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Their team won the swimming ............................ .

competition competitive compete competitively

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ............................... of our course is on learning the reading skills.

emphasize emphasis emphatic emphatically

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The doctor needed a ............................... of his urine.

pulse diagnosis impulse specimen

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A medical test that measures and records electrical activity of the heart is called

............................. .

electrocardiograph electrocardiogram

electroencephalogram electroencephalograph

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Public health officials were called to ................................. the factory.

inspect inspection inspectable inspectingly

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Various types of massage movemrnts are designed to aid ciculation to relieve

muscle.......................... and pain.

repair devise spasm exercise

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The practice of keeping yourself and your living and working areas clean in order to prevent illness

and disease is known as....................

medication hygiene hypertrophy epidemic

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The term.................. means to treat with medicine.

test diagnostic medicate inspect

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

....................... is reffered to a sudden and often painful tightening of a muscle which you cannot

control.

Ambulation Hygiene Spasm Rehabilitation

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Our team was.................... from the competition in the first round.

eliminated eliminate elimination eliminative

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

That drug................ cold symptoms.

alleviate alleviates alleviation alleviative

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Ribosomes are active in the ............................ of proteins.

synthesis replica phosphorylation evolution

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are some .................... that code for the color of the eyes.

heredity chromosome embryo genes

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The hip joint functions as an axis for the............................. .

stride dash shank thigh

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Stephon is already in training for a big.................... .

shank bow diver race

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ......................... delivers or servers the ball to the batter.

jumper pitcher driver upper

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

After ........................... the cells of the egg divided. 

fertilize fertilization fertilizable fertilizer

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The new drug was withdrawn when it was found to have harmful ............................... .

amphetamines side effects scuffle tone

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The state of being very tired is called........................... .

aggressiveness scuffle exhaustion hiking

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of ''individually'' ?

friendly especially personally separately

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Passage I. Read the following  passage and then answer questions 21 to 26.
Physical  education in the elementary school emphasizes  the evaluation of basic movements. It includes  a
schedule of activities  for improving  physical  coordination and development. The programs are designed
to allow each child to progress individually  and to provide the maximum activity that will encourage self-
expression and creativity.Rhythmic  exercises and informal  games make up an important part of such
programs.
Physical  education begins as soon as the child starts to explore the environment  and learns to deal with it
to satisfy physical  and psychological  needs. Much research has been conducted to determine what normal
development  should be and what kind of treatment is most effective  in helping  those that do not achieve

this rate of progress.

''make up'' in the last line of the first paragraph means ................................. .

have take form use

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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What is the reference of "that" in the first paragraph?

Maximum activity Programs

Each child Self-expression and creativity

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.

'' conducted '' may be replaced with ................................ .

studied performed introduced published

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the reference of ''it'' in the second paragraph?

Physical and psychological needs

Physical education

Environment Child

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

"achieve" in the last sentence means ................................ .

obtain make perform know

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The aim of .............................. is to return the patient to a pain-free, productive life. 

physical therapy mobility evaluation circulation

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Passage II. Read the following  passage and answer questions 27-30. 
Physical  therapy consists of the evaluation and treatment of patients disabled  by disease, accident, or
stress. It uses exercise and other physical  measures to alleviate  pain and disorders of mobility.  
All physical  therapy procedures influence  physiological  status and are used for restorative or therapeutic
purposes. Heat is used to increase circulation, with stimulates repair of damaged tissue, to relax tense
muscles,  and to relieve or alleviate  pain. Cold also has therapeutic properties when judiciously  used and
is administered  by cold water or ice compresses.

"It" in the second sentence refers to ................................ .

disease patient treatment physical therapy

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

According to the passage, which one is not the aim of physical therapy?

To increase circulation To relax tense muscles

To test the condition of the nerves To relieve pain or muscle spasm

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

"consists" in the first line means ........................ .

contains recognizes does uses

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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